
  
 

 

      
     

  
 

     
     

    
     

   
 

         
 

 
 

 
 

  
    

 
 

   
    
  

 
 

     
  

 
     

      
   

 
   

    
 

   
  

 
  
 
 
  

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Request to Update Content Reviewed and Accepted by the State Review Panel (SRP) 
Proposed changes shall be made available for public review on Texas Education Agency’s website for a 
minimum of seven calendar days prior to approval. 

Indicate if the changes in the content were reviewed and accepted by the SRP to determine coverage of 
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS), or Texas 
Prekindergarten Guidelines (TPG) by selecting a box below. (Note: All request to update editions that do 
not change content reviewed and accepted by the SRP must be entered on the Update to Content Not 
Reviewed by SRP document.) 

☐ TEKS ☐ELPS ☐TPG ☒TEKS and ELPS 

Proclamation Year: Proclamation 2015 
Publisher: McGraw Hill 
Subject Area/Course: Social Studies/World Geography 

Adopted Program Information: 
Title: Texas World Geography 
ISBN: 978-0-02-145743-4 

Enter the identical Program Title of your identical product that will contain the identical updates. 
Identical Program Title: Texas World Geography 
Identical Program ISBN: 978-0-02-145743-4 

Adopted Component Information 
Title: World Geography, Texas Student Learning Center 
ISBN: 978-0-02-145743-4 

Enter the identical component title of your identical product that will contain the identical updates. 
Identical Component Title: Texas World Geography, Student Learning Center 
Identical Component ISBN: 978-0-02-145743-4 

Publisher’s overall rationale for this update 
To update program with material to align to the 2022 TEKS update. 

Publisher’s overall description of the change 
New material was added to the Student Learning Center to address the new 2022 TEKS approved by the 
State Board of Education. 



  
 

 

  
     

 
 

  
  

 
 

  
  

  
 

  
    

    
  

  
 

  
 

 
   

      
 

         
            

 
 

   
      

 
  

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Access Information 
Enter access information below to the adopted version of the instructional materials and the proposed 
new content. 

Currently Adopted Content URL: https://my.mheducation.com/login 
Currently Adopted Content Username: MHE_TX_Reviewer 
Currently Adopted Content Password: 20education14 

Proposed Updated Content URL: https://my.mheducation.com/login 
Proposed Updated Content Username: TXTeks 
Proposed Updated Content Password: TexasTeks24 

Update comparison: 
Each change in the component on this form should be documented in the update comparison below. 
You must submit a separate request for each component, not each change. (Note: Repeat this section 
as often as needed by copying and pasting the entire area from the (SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation 
Type(s)) to the dividing line for each change.) 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(21)(A)(iv), Narrative 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Social Studies Handbook, Lesson 1, page 3, paragraph beginning "An important task of the social scientist...", 
https://connected.mcgraw-
hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG 
7KXZEP4FQ 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

https://my.mheducation.com/login
https://my.mheducation.com/login
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ


  
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
   

      
 

         
        

 
 
 
 

Evaluate the Credibility of Sources 

An important task of the social scientist is to determine whether information 
in a source is verifiable. This means the information can be proven by 
evidence. Evidence is something that shows proof or an indication that 
something is true. Evidence could be in the fo rm of materi al objects, such as 
a soldier's uniform or artifacts from an archaeological dig. Other evidence 
may appear in historical documents or written materials. 

Statistical data is another type of evidence. The data may be provided in 
data tables or in charts, graphs, and diagrams. Many subject areas in social 
studies use charts , graphs, and diagrams to provide detailed statistical 
information. This information must be evaluated for cred ibility in a similar 
manner to narrative sources. You should also check this type of information 
to be sure that the information presented is accurate and free of errors. 

The more times you can answer -yes· to the following questions about a 
source, the more credible and reliable you may consider the source. You 
can ask these questions about historica l and contemporary written and 
visual sources, statistical information, and maps. 

Are facts presented in the source supported with evidence? 
Are the facts accurate and free of error? 
Is the language used in the source objective? 
Can the same information be found in another source? 
Is the source's creator trustworthy? Does he or she have 
c redentials, or qualifications, that establish an expert understanding 
of the subject matter? 
Does the author or speaker acknowledge and consider other 
viewpoints? 

A point of view is a genera l attitude about people and life. Understanding 
an author's point of view is a key component of fu lly understanding what a 
source is try ing to communicate. The creator of a source has a point of view 
that selects which events to focus on, who the key players are, and which 
details are worth recording. A point of view is the particular focus a person 
takes when considering a problem or situation. 

When lnterpreting a writer's words or a person's actions, one should also 
consider frame of reference. This refers to the experiences and historical 
or cultura l factors that influence a person or a group at a specific time. 
Historical influences are especially important when analyzing past events or 
writings. For example, we might find early peoples' fears of events, like solar 
ecl ipses, amusing. At that t ime, however, there was no proven scientific 
explanation for that event. 

Sometimes a person's point of view is expressed as a ias, or an 
unreasoned judgment about people and events. A bias is a one-sided, 
unexamined view. A person who is biased has made a judgment about an 
event, a person, or a group without really considering the many parts of the 
situation. 

A bias can also be established based on an incomplete or a one-sided 
examination of evidence and data. It researched data is on ly collected from 
one point of view or if the data is not comprehensive, it will generate one
sided conclusions. This is true of statistical data and other primary and 
secondary sources such as photographs or maps. If these sources of visual 
data are only focused on one type of neighborhood or one type of 
geographic area, the conclusions made from th is information can only be 
limited and incomplete. It is important to be aware of where your researched 
data comes from and what it represents to guard against a limited point of 
view, a bias, or an incomplete frame of reference in your conclusion. 

Eva luating Act iv ity 

Analyzing Evidence Use your school library or appropriate Internet 
resources to find visual data such as maps or aerial photographs of 
interstate construction in the United States following World War II . Choose 
four to six of these visual sources and use that evidence to analyze where 
the interstate highways were planned. Do the sources that you collected 
give you a comprehensive picture? Can you estimate how many more 
sources might be needed to counteract possible bias? Write a short 
explanation of your research process and the conclusions you came to as 
you began to evaluate your fi ndings. 

Identifying Audience and Purpose 

Historians and social scientists seek to uncover points of view and bias in 
historical documents and articles. They look for the ideas and facts that the 
author of the source emphasizes. They also th ink about what ideas and 
facts the author might be leaving out. 

Historians and social scientists try to be aware of point of view and bias both 
in their sources and in themselves. They check new sources and their own 
ideas against sources al ready known to be trustworthy. To get a ba lanced 
picture, they study documents With other points of view. It is important to 
consider multiple perspectives, or different views, of important events. 

Not all people or groups of people experience the same event in the same 
way. Good students piece together different perspectives to help them 
interpret information. In this way, we can get a clearer, more we ll-rounded 
view of events that occurred. 

l!il READING PROGRESS CHECK 

Summarizing Why is it important to identify point of view and frame of 
reference when evaluating a source? 

Ill 
[I) [I] 3 IT] IT] [fil 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(21)(A)(iv), Activity 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Social Studies Handbook, Lesson 1, page 3, Evaluating Activity (Analyzing Evidence), 
https://connected.mcgraw-
hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG 
7KXZEP4FQ 

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ


  
 

 

   
      

 
  

 
 
 
 

  
 

 
     

      
 

        
            

 
 

   
      

 

valuating Activity 

Analyzing Evidence Use your school library or appropriate Internet 
resources to fi nd visual data such as maps or aerial photographs of 
interstate construction in the United States fo llowing World War II . Choose 
four to six of these visual sources and use that evidence to analyze where 
the interstate highways were planned. Do the sources that you co llected 
give you a comprehensive pictu re? Can you estimate how many more 
sources might be needed to counteract possible bias? Wri te a short 
exp!lanation of your research process and the conclus!ions you came to as 
you began to evaluate your fi ndings. 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(21)(A)(ix), Narrative 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Social Studies Handbook, Lesson 1, page 3, paragraph beginning "An important task of the social scientist...", 
https://connected.mcgraw-
hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG 
7KXZEP4FQ 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ


  
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
   

      
 

      
        

 
 

   
      

 

Evaluate the Credibility of Sources 

An important task of the social scientist is to determine whether information 
in a source is verifiable. This means the information can be proven by 
evidence. Evidence is something that shows proof or an indication that 
something is true. Evidence could be in the fo rm of materi al objects, such as 
a soldier's uniform or artifacts from an archaeological dig. Other evidence 
may appear in historical documents or written materials. 

Statistical data is another type of evidence. The data may be provided in 
data tables or in charts, graphs, and diagrams. Many subject areas in social 
studies use charts , graphs, and diagrams to provide detailed statistical 
information. This information must be evaluated for cred ibility in a similar 
manner to narrative sources. You should also check this type of information 
to be sure that the information presented is accurate and free of errors. 

The more times you can answer -yes· to the following questions about a 
source, the more credible and reliable you may consider the source. You 
can ask these questions about historica l and contemporary written and 
visual sources, statistical information, and maps. 

Are facts presented in the source supported with evidence? 
Are the facts accurate and free of error? 
Is the language used in the source objective? 
Can the same information be found in another source? 
Is the source's creator trustworthy? Does he or she have 
c redentials, or qualifications, that establish an expert understanding 
of the subject matter? 
Does the author or speaker acknowledge and consider other 
viewpoints? 

A point of view is a genera l attitude about people and life. Understanding 
an author's point of view is a key component of fu lly understanding what a 
source is try ing to communicate. The creator of a source has a point of view 
that selects which events to focus on, who the key players are, and which 
details are worth recording. A point of view is the particular focus a person 
takes when considering a problem or situation. 

When lnterpreting a writer's words or a person's actions, one should also 
consider frame of reference. This refers to the experiences and historical 
or cultura l factors that influence a person or a group at a specific time. 
Historical influences are especially important when analyzing past events or 
writings. For example, we might find early peoples' fears of events, like solar 
ecl ipses, amusing. At that t ime, however, there was no proven scientific 
explanation for that event. 

Sometimes a person's point of view is expressed as a ias, or an 
unreasoned judgment about people and events. A bias is a one-sided, 
unexamined view. A person who is biased has made a judgment about an 
event, a person, or a group without really considering the many parts of the 
situation. 

A bias can also be established based on an incomplete or a one-sided 
examination of evidence and data. It researched data is on ly collected from 
one point of view or if the data is not comprehensive, it will generate one
sided conclusions. This is true of statistical data and other primary and 
secondary sources such as photographs or maps. If these sources of visual 
data are only focused on one type of neighborhood or one type of 
geographic area, the conclusions made from th is information can only be 
limited and incomplete. It is important to be aware of where your researched 
data comes from and what it represents to guard against a limited point of 
view, a bias, or an incomplete frame of reference in your conclusion. 

Eva luating Act iv ity 

Analyzing Evidence Use your school library or appropriate Internet 
resources to find visual data such as maps or aerial photographs of 
interstate construction in the United States following World War II . Choose 
four to six of these visual sources and use that evidence to analyze where 
the interstate highways were planned. Do the sources that you collected 
give you a comprehensive picture? Can you estimate how many more 
sources might be needed to counteract possible bias? Write a short 
explanation of your research process and the conclusions you came to as 
you began to evaluate your fi ndings. 

Identifying Audience and Purpose 

Historians and social scientists seek to uncover points of view and bias in 
historical documents and articles. They look for the ideas and facts that the 
author of the source emphasizes. They also th ink about what ideas and 
facts the author might be leaving out. 

Historians and social scientists try to be aware of point of view and bias both 
in their sources and in themselves. They check new sources and their own 
ideas against sources al ready known to be trustworthy. To get a ba lanced 
picture, they study documents With other points of view. It is important to 
consider multiple perspectives, or different views, of important events. 

Not all people or groups of people experience the same event in the same 
way. Good students piece together different perspectives to help them 
interpret information. In this way, we can get a clearer, more we ll-rounded 
view of events that occurred. 

l!il READING PROGRESS CHECK 

Summarizing Why is it important to identify point of view and frame of 
reference when evaluating a source? 

Ill 
[I) [I] 3 IT] IT] [fil 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(21)(A)(ix), Activity 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Social Studies Handbook, Lesson 1, page 3, Evaluating Activity (Analyzing Evidence), 
https://connected.mcgraw-
hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG 
7KXZEP4FQ 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ


  
 

 

  

 
 
 

   
  

 
   

      
 

         
               

 
 

   
      

 

valuating Activity 

Analyzing Evidence Use your school library or appropriate Internet 
resources to fi nd visual data such as maps or aerial photographs of 
interstate construction in the United States fo llowing World War II . Choose 
four to six of these visual sources and use that evidence to analyze where 
the interstate highways were planned. Do the sources that you collected 
give you a comprehensive picture? Can you estimate how many more 
sources might be needed to counteract possible bias? Wri te a short 
exp!lanation of your research process and the conclus!ions you came to as 
you began to evaluate your fi ndings. 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(21)(D)(xii), Narrative 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Social Studies Handbook, Lesson 1, page 3, paragraph beginning “A point of view is a general . . .”, 
https://connected.mcgraw-
hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG 
7KXZEP4FQ 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=QYEG71F9FLHPV1DVG7KXZEP4FQ


  
 

 

  

 
 
 

   
  

 
   

      
 

        
    

 

 
 

   
      

 

A oint of view is a general attitude about people and life. Understanding 
an author's point of view is a key component of fully understanding what a 
source is trying to communicate. The creator of a source has a point of view 
that selects which events to focus on, who the key players are, and which 
details are worth record ing. A point of view is the particular focus a person 
takes when considering a prob lem or situation. 

When interpreting a writer's words or a person's actions, one should also 
consider rame of reference. This refers to the experiences and historical 
or cultura l factors that influence a person or a group at a specific time. 
Historical influences are especially important when analyzing past events or 
writings. For example, we might find early peoples' fears of events, like solar 
eclipses, amusing. At that time, however, there was no proven scientific 
explanation for that event. 

Sometimes a person's point of view is expressed as a bias, or an 
unreasoned judgment about people and events. A bias is a one-sided, 
unexamined view. A person who is biased has made a judgment about an 
event, a person, or a group without really considering the many parts of the 
situation. 

A bias can also be establ ished based on an incomplete or a one-sided 
examination of evidence and data. It researched data is only collected from 
one point of view or if the data is not comprehensive, it will generate one
sided conclusions. This is true of statistical data and other primary and 
secondary sources such as photographs or maps. If these sources of visual 
data are only focused on one type of neighborhood or one type of 
geographic area, the conclusions made from this information can only be 
limited and incomplete. It is important to be aware of where your researched 
data comes from and what it represents to guard against a limited point of 
view, a bias, or an incomplete frame of reference in your conclusion. 

Evaluating Activity 

Analyzing Evidence Use your school library or appropriate Internet 
resources to find visual data such as maps or aerial photographs of 
interstate construction in the United States following World War II. Choose 
four to six of these visual sources and use that evidence to analyze where 
the interstate highways were planned . Do the sources that you col lected 
give you a comprehensive picture? Can you estimate how many more 
sources might be needed to counteract possible bias? Write a short 
explanation of your research process and the conclusions you came to as 
you began to evaluate your findings. 

Identifying Audience and Purpose 

Historians and social scientists seek to uncover points of view and bias in 
historical documents and articles. They look for the ideas and facts that the 
author of the source emphasizes. They also th ink about what ideas and 
facts the author might be leaving out. 

Historians and social scientists try to be aware of point of view and bias both 
in their sources and in themselves. They check new sources and their own 
ideas against sources already known to be trustworthy. To get a balanced 
picture, they study documents with other points of view. It is important to 
consider multiple perspectives, or different views, of important events. 

Not all people or groups of people experience the same event in the same 
way. Good students piece together different perspectives to help them 
interpret information. In this way, we can get a clearer, more well-rounded 
view of events that occurred. 

P'.iil READING PROGRESS CHECK 

Summarizing Why is it important to identify point of view and frame of 
reference when evaluating a source? 

Ill 
m m 3 m m lfil 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(23)(A)(i), Narrative 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Social Studies Handbook, Lesson 2, page 2 to page 4, paragraph beginning "Social scientists use 
mathematical equations . . . ", https://connected.mcgraw-
hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=Q9XLQRVD9BTJKMSLG 
KZQ5WF3V8&edition=STUDENT 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
There is no original content to link to because new content is being added to meet new 2022 TEKS. 

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=Q9XLQRVD9BTJKMSLGKZQ5WF3V8&edition=STUDENT
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=Q9XLQRVD9BTJKMSLGKZQ5WF3V8&edition=STUDENT
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/ssh/book.lesson.do?bookId=BLK68Z56MCBLVE9FSK2DH8P3FO&nodeId=Q9XLQRVD9BTJKMSLGKZQ5WF3V8&edition=STUDENT


  
 

 

  

 

 

LESSON 2 

Civic Responsibility and the Democratic Process 

Rights of Citizenship 

The Declaration of Independence says that Americans have the right to life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The U.S. Constitution protects the 
rights and freedoms of every American citizen. All Americans have the right 
to freedom of expression. This means that they can speak and write openly 
They can attend peaceful gatherings. They can worship as they choose. 
They have a right to vote for public officials and serve in public office 

The U.S. Constitution also guarantees everyone due process rights. There 
are two types of due process rights: procedural and substantive. 
Procedu ral due process means the government must follow fair 
procedures. The Fifth Amendment states that no one will be a deprived of 
life, liberty or property without due process of law.' For ex'!!!!l)le all 
Americans have the right to receive a fair trial. Substantive due process 
means that the laws themselves have to be fair. The law cannot 
unreasonably interfere with fundamental rights. 

Due Process 

Social scientists use mathematical equations, diagrams, and other tools to 
create models of the real world , and then use these models to create 
simulations of what may happen under different scenarios. For example, to 
understand how changes in voting patterns might alter electoral results, 
social scientists might create a model of a previous election and then model 
how results might have changed if more young people had voted 

Simulation Activity 

As a class split into groups of proserutors, defense lawyers, and judges. 
Then, discuss the following scenario and complete the activity steps below. 

During the arrest of a suspect, the police officer neglects to inform the 
suspect of his right to remain silent. During the ride to the station, the 
suspect confesses to the crime without the officer asking any questions. 

Developing Simulations Does using the suspect's confession v iolate their 
due process rights? Teams should do research and develop arguments 
about whether the suspect's confession does or does not violate due 
process rights. The Judges should research relevant precedents to 
determine if there is any existing case law on the question. Then, the 
prosecution and the defense teams should argue their case before the 
judges, and the judges hand down tr e,r verdict. 

Duties and Responslbllltles 

By law cit izens must carry oJt some duties. Obe}ing a ll federal, stale, and 
luci::11 lcw::; i::; Ufle ur u~ rir:::l cul1t::!:s u f ciliL:::1r.sti 1-'- CiliLei-r.:, hi:lve a duly tu µciy 
tnXf'!S, .-.•hi r.h p.::iy 'r:r lhP: SP.Mr.es it1ey (P.r.P.iV?. from fhP. !JOVP.rrm?.nl Cili7P:OS 
must ,;erve on a j ury if the government asks :hem to. Ci1izens m ust be- r,?-ady 
to defend the Ur Ited States and the ConstJtutJ'Jn. 

C bzens $hould respect the rights 3nd vew$ of ether people. The United 
Stilt ~ 1-i:i::, welcomed people o" milny d fcrcnt boc:kgrounds. They ull share· 
the same freed:::rns. Oefcre \'OU deny a rqlt to someone e lse , pui: 'f o1Jr:self 
in that person's place. Think how you wo!.lld feel if someor e tried to take 
ciwi::ly yuuI riyhl:s 

C t l7F n s ,;,hn 11lr1 t;;ikp, r ;:irt in l i1:=i:ir lnc ;:il r.nrrnIm t'j Ry working tng?.·h P.r "NF 

help make our ne-ig t"borhood'i and to~ bener. There are mc:ny way; to 
keep our ccmmumt1es strong. \'Ve can volunteer our time, JOln ne1,;1hborhood 
grcups, ,:;r d ::.erve 1r. p!.!::>lic c,ffice. 

C bzens also have responsibilitie~. We should sb y infomied at:cut irrJ:;c,rtant 
i:ss,1Jes to heb U5- make wise choices wt-en -we '!Ole. These ch•:i c.e:s V'o/1II 
<1ff~cl uu1 ~•,e1~U.1y live::;_ Voli111,1 i::; a W'd:f lLJ yuid~ U 1t: µ1iurilies ur cur 
gnvernmP.ni 

Amenc~ns shou d also be globally compe1ent citizens. I h1; does not mean 
giving u ::> your duties and responsibi itie; as a citizen cf the United Sta:es. II 
means thinking about how you can make 1he world a bet:er pl3:e by your 
actions. The world faces many global prcblems and is incrcooingly 
intercornected. lv1ekinq the effort to stay informed and to respect the v iew s 
of others t-elps ell Amer c.cn:s and the re5t of the world. 

P'J IWIDl'tG ,ROGRUS CHECK 

Summ.:iriz in9 What stcpG need to be tc::kcn in order to become u 
ll~lurdliLt:d U.S. d tiLe11? 

---
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Elections 

GUIDING QUESTION How are elections part of the democratic 
process? 

Free and fair elections are essential to a democracy. In the United States, 
citizens can vote for issues that appear on the ballot as well as the people 
who represent them. The political parties in each state choose the method 
used to nominate candidates. Poli tica l parties use primaries or caucuses 
to nominate candidates. 

Primaries 

Most states hold closed primaries where only registered members of a 
politica l party vote for the candidate they want to represent them in the 
general election . Some states have open primaries where voters can 
participate even if they are not a registered member of a party. However, 
they must select one party's primary to vote in. 

Caucuses 

In a few states, politica l parties choose to hold causes to select candidates. 
Caucuses are a series of meetings. People at caucuses divide themselves 
into groups according to the candidate they support and try to get others to 
join their group. At the end of the caucus, a vote is held, and delegates are 
given to candidates based on the number of votes they received. The 
delegates wi ll vote for the selected candidate at the state or nat ional 
convention. 

Voting Processes Simulation Activ ity 

Using Models to Describe Voting Processes Work with a small group to 
create a model that explains the voting process in Texas. Use the Texas 
Secretary of State website to access information to include in your model 
about when, where, and how to vote. 

Using Simulations to Describe Voting Processes As a class, create two 
fi ctional presidential candidates. Then hold a secret ballot primary election 
for the candidates. Before revealing the results, have the class hold a 
caucus with the same two fi ctional candidates. After both simulations are 
completed, reveal the results of the primary and the caucus. Have students 
write a reflection about each voting process and how it influenced the mock 
election and its outcomes 

Voting 

States can set ru les about who can vote as long as they do not confl ict with 
the U.S. Constitution. All sta tes require voters to be U.S. citizens to vote in 
state and federa l elections, and to have resided in the state fo r a defined 
period of time. Voters must also register with the local govern ment to vote. 
The reg istration rules and processes vary by state. 

The democratic process relies on citizens to be informed and to vote. Voting 
gives citizens a voice in government. There are different ways to cast a 
ballot. Citizens can vote in person on Election Day or by absentee ballot , a 
ballot that allows people to vote without going to the polls. In many states, 
voters can also vote early in person up to a few weeks before an election at 
a centra lized location. 

Pl READING PROGRESS CHECK 

Explaining What are different ways to cast a ballot? 

Civil Discourse 

GUIDING QUESTION Why is engaging in civil discourse important in a 
democracy? 

Civil discourse is when people engage in conversation in which all parties 
share their views. The part icipants can disagree, but it should be done 
respectfu lly and never be personal. The discussion should focus on the 
issue, and arguments should be logical and supported with evidence . This is 
particularly important when there are multiple and different perspectives on 
an issue. 

Engaging in civil discourse is necessary in a democratic society. Democratic 
societies are responsible to its citizens. Democracies make many policy 
decisions according to what the majority of its citizens prefer. But there are 
also safeguards in place to ensure that the majority does not silence those 
in the minority. Consequently, democracies are politically tolerant and allow 
fo r disagreement with the government and its policies. Democracies 
encourage civil discourse as a way to share different views, gain 
understanding, and grow together as a society. 

The social studies classroom is a place where students can and should 
engage in civil discourse on a range of social studies topics. Debates and 
deliberations provide two distinct opportunities to practice those skills. 

Pl READING PROGRESS CHECK 

Defining What is civil discourse? 

Ill 
[I] [I]@] 4 IT] ~ 
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Simulation Activi ty 

As a class split into groups of prosecutors, defense lawyers, and judges. 
Then, discuss the fo llowing scenario and complete the activity steps below. 

During the arrest of a suspect, the police officer neglects to inform the 
suspect of his right to remain si lent During the ride to the station, the 
suspect confesses to the crime without the offi cer asking any questions. 

Developing Simulations Does using the suspect's confession violate their 
clue process rights? Teams should do research and develop arguments 
about whether the suspect's confession does or does not violate clue 
process rights. The judges should research relevant precedents to 
determine if there is any existing case law on the question. Then, the 
prosecution and the defense teams should argue their case before the 
judges, and the judges hand down their verdict. 

Social scientists use mathematical equations, diagrams, and other too ls to 
create models of the real world, and then use these models to create 
simulations of what may happen under different scenarios. For example, to 
understand how changes in voting patterns might alter electoral results, 
social scientists might create a model of a previous election and then model 
how results might have changed if more young people had voted. 

Simulation Activity 

As a class split into groups of prosecutors, defense lawyers, and judges. 
Then, discuss the following scenario and complete the activity steps below. 

During the arrest of a suspect, the police officer neglects to inform the 
suspect of his right to remain silent During the ride to the station, the 
suspect confesses to the crime without the officer asking any questions. 

Developing Simulations Does using the suspect's confession violate their 
due process rights? Teams should do research and develop arguments 
about whether the suspect's confession does or does not violate due 
process rights. The judges should research relevant precedents to 
determine if there is any existing case law on the questi on. Then, the 
prosecution and the defense teams should argue their case before the 
judges, and the judges hand down their verdict. 
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ing Processes Simulation Activity 

Using Models to Describe Voting Processes Work with a small group to 
create a model that explains the voting process in Texas. Use the Texas 
Secretary of State website to access information to include in your model 
about when, where, and how to vote. 
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lem Solving and Decision Making 

Conducting research and evaluating the sources that you find require you to 
make decisions. Learning a good decision-making process will help you 
make better choices for yourself, and help you understand the choices 
made by others. Follow these steps to help you identify the problem and 
make good decisions. 

1. Identify the problem. What are you being asked to choose? 
2. Gather information about the problem. Many problems are the result 

of poor communication or a lack of facts. Be sure that you have 
collected all the facts that you need and that the facts are cred ible 
and accurate. Such information will help you identify your options 
and the various alternatives that are possible. 

3. Try to predict the consequences for each solution option that exists 
to solve the problem . Identify positive and negative things that might 
happen for each option. Consider both short-term and long-term 
consequences of your problem solutions. A quick fi x that does not 
consider all the facts may only temporarily solve a problem or cause 
new problems in the future. Sometimes short-term hardships can 
lead to long-term benefits that make the difficulties getting there 
worthwhile. 

4. Evaluate the consequences. This is the hardest step. How important 
are each of the positive and negative consequences, sometimes 
referred to as the costs and benefits, when weighed against each 
other? 

5. Make your decision. Know that once you decide and act on it, it 
causes new things to happen, possibly things you did not pred ict. Be 
prepared to stick to your decision if it is leading to something you 
want, even if it is hard to follow through. But if the decision leads to 
negative consequences you did not expect, be prepared to start a 
new decision-making process. 
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lem Solving and Decision Making 

Conducting research and evaluating the sources that you find require you to 
make decisions. Learning a good decision-making process will help you 
make better choices for yourself, and help you understand the choices 
made by others. Follow these steps to help you identify the problem and 
make good decisions. 

1. Identify the problem. What are you being asked to choose? 
2. Gather information about the problem. Many problems are the result 

of poor communication or a lack of facts. Be sure that you have 
collected all the facts that you need and that the facts are cred ible 
and accurate. Such information will help you identify your options 
and the various alternatives that are possible. 

3. Try to predict the consequences for each solution option that exists 
to solve the problem . Identify positive and negative things that might 
happen for each option. Consider both short-term and long-term 
consequences of your problem solutions. A quick fi x that does not 
consider all the facts may only temporarily solve a problem or cause 
new problems in the future. Sometimes short-term hardships can 
lead to long-term benefits that make the difficulties getting there 
worthwhile. 

4. Evaluate the consequences. This is the hardest step. How important 
are each of the positive and negative consequences, sometimes 
referred to as the costs and benefits, when weighed against each 
other? 

5. Make your decision. Know that once you decide and act on it, it 
causes new things to happen, possibly things you did not pred ict. Be 
prepared to stick to your decision if it is leading to something you 
want, even if it is hard to follow through. But if the decision leads to 
negative consequences you did not expect, be prepared to start a 
new decision-making process. 
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lem Solving and Decision Making 

Conducting research and evaluating the sources that you find require you to 
make decisions. Learning a good decision-making process will help you 
make better choices for yourself, and help you understand the choices 
made by others. Follow these steps to help you identify the problem and 
make good decisions. 

1. Identify the problem. What are you being asked to choose? 
2. Gather information about the problem. Many problems are the result 

of poor communication or a lack of facts. Be sure that you have 
collected all the facts that you need and that the facts are cred ible 
and accurate. Such information will help you identify your options 
and the various alternatives that are possible. 

3. Try to predict the consequences for each solution option that exists 
to solve the problem . Identify positive and negative things that might 
happen for each option. Consider both short-term and long-term 
consequences of your problem solutions. A quick fi x that does not 
consider all the facts may only temporarily solve a problem or cause 
new problems in the future. Sometimes short-term hardships can 
lead to long-term benefits that make the difficulties getting there 
worthwhile. 

4. Evaluate the consequences. This is the hardest step. How important 
are each of the positive and negative consequences, sometimes 
referred to as the costs and benefits, when weighed against each 
other? 

5. Make your decision. Know that once you decide and act on it, it 
causes new things to happen, possibly things you did not pred ict. Be 
prepared to stick to your decision if it is leading to something you 
want, even if it is hard to follow through. But if the decision leads to 
negative consequences you did not expect, be prepared to start a 
new decision-making process. 
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lem Solving and Decision Making 

Conducting research and evaluating the sources that you find require you to 
make decisions. Learning a good decision-making process will help you 
make better choices for yourself, and help you understand the choices 
made by others. Follow these steps to help you identify the problem and 
make good decisions. 

1. Identify the problem. What are you being asked to choose? 
2. Gather information about the problem. Many problems are the result 

of poor communication or a lack of facts. Be sure that you have 
collected all the facts that you need and that the facts are cred ible 
and accurate. Such information will help you identify your options 
and the various alternatives that are possible. 

3. Try to predict the consequences for each solution option that exists 
to solve the problem . Identify positive and negative things that might 
happen for each option. Consider both short-term and long-term 
consequences of your problem solutions. A quick fi x that does not 
consider all the facts may only temporarily solve a problem or cause 
new problems in the future. Sometimes short-term hardships can 
lead to long-term benefits that make the difficulties getting there 
worthwhile. 

4. Evaluate the consequences. This is the hardest step. How important 
are each of the positive and negative consequences, sometimes 
referred to as the costs and benefits, when weighed against each 
other? 

5. Make your decision. Know that once you decide and act on it, it 
causes new things to happen, possibly things you did not pred ict. Be 
prepared to stick to your decision if it is leading to something you 
want, even if it is hard to follow through. But if the decision leads to 
negative consequences you did not expect, be prepared to start a 
new decision-making process. 
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lem Solving and Decision Making 

Conducting research and evaluating the sources that you find require you to 
make decisions. Learning a good decision-making process will help you 
make better choices for yourself, and help you understand the choices 
made by others. Follow these steps to help you identify the problem and 
make good decisions. 

1. Identify the problem. What are you being asked to choose? 
2. Gather information about the problem. Many problems are the result 

of poor communication or a lack of facts. Be sure that you have 
collected all the facts that you need and that the facts are cred ible 
and accurate. Such information will help you identify your opti ons 
and the various alternatives that are possible. 

3. Try to predict the consequences for each solution option that exists 
to solve the problem . Identify positive and negative things that might 
happen for each option. Consider both short-term and long-term 
consequences of your problem solutions. A quick fi x that does not 
consider all the facts may only temporarily solve a problem or cause 
new problems in th e future. Sometimes short-term hardships can 
lead to long-term benefits th at make the difficulties getting th ere 
worthwhile. 

4. Evaluate the consequences. This is the hardest step. How important 
are each of the positive and negative consequences, sometimes 
referred to as th e costs and benefits, when weighed against each 
other? 

5. Make your decision. Know that once you decide and act on it, it 
causes new things to happen, possibly things you did not pred ict. Be 
prepared to stick to your decision if it is leading to something you 
want, even if it is hard to follow through. But if the decision leads to 
negative consequences you did not expect, be prepared to start a 
new decision-making process. 
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lem Solving and Decision Making 

Concucting research and evaluating the sources that you find requ ire you le 
maKe dec1sIons. Learn ing a good decIsIon-maKIng process wil l help you 
m:akP he,tt,,,- choice,; fnr your~PH, ;incl hf'lp yni, 11nrlPr~t~nd !hf' choice,s 
made by others. Fellow these steps to he p you identify the problem and 
llldke yu0<.I liecisiuus. 

1. Identify the problEm. What are you being asked to chcose? 
2. Gather information about the problem Many problems are the result 

of poor communication or a lack of facts. Be sure that you have 
collected all the tacts :hat you need and tt·,at the tacts are credible 
:anrl :arrnr:ate, Such infnrm:atirn w ill hPlr> yrn I ide,ntlfy your nr tions 
eind the various eiltcrneit vcs tr eit me poc,siblc. 

3. T1y Lu 1J1euicl l11e ~u11se4ue 11ces ru, eacl1 sulu lj u11 up l iu11 l11dl exis ls 
tc solve the proJlem Identify pcsitive and negative things that rright 
happen for each opcion. Consider both short-tenm and long-term 
consequences of your ,::rcblem soluticns. A quic'<: fix that does not 
consider all the facts may only temporarily sol•te a problem or ca ise 
new problems in the future. Sometin Es short-term hardships can 
lead tJ long term ~enefits that ma<e the d rfficulties getting tr ere 
worthwhile. 

4. !::valuate the consequences. I h s Is tne hardest step_ How important 
::1rP. P.~r:h of th?. po~iti,1P. ;:rn<1 n~o~1iv?. c:on~P.q11P.nr:?.~, ~omP.tim?:~ 
referred to as the cos1s a nd bcncfit:::1 when weighed against each 
u ltrer? 

5. Make your decision Know t1at once you decide anc act on it, it 
causes new things to happen, P3ssib ly things you d d not predict Be 
prepared to stick to your decision if it is leading to something you 
want, even If t is hard to follow through. But if the decision lea,js to 
negative con~equences you did not expect, be prepared to start a 
new decision making procezs 
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